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STATEMENT OF ALLEN LOBER, HELLMAN & LOBER

Mr. LOBER . Thank you for asking me here today. I will try to

limit my comments, however, I would like to be the third person

testifying here today to say a word about long-term incremental

costs, because I think that this is probably the most important

thing that has to do with solar energy, or many of the other

techniques regarding solar.

Mr. RYAN. Mr. Lober, could you give the committee here some

idea of what your background is ?

Mr. LOBER. Certainly. Yes, I am a consulting engineer in private

practice. In fact, the question was raised about who designs these

systems. My office designs a lot of energy systems including solar

energy systems. However, our work is primarily of the commercial

type. We don't do housing, but we do-right now we have done

solar energy projects for the Navy, the Air Force, and we just

completed a project for the city of Cerritos-

Mr. RYAN. Yes .

Mr. LOBER [continuing ]. Their new city hall , which I understand

you are going to be visiting tomorrow , and many other projects.

However,we don't install . We simply design and inspect.

I also am on the faculty at the School of Architecture at USC

and might mention I am the local chairman of the energy task

force of the Sierra Club.

Back to rate structures. We have to get back to rate structures

because it is the either/or part, the other side of why you must

have State or Federal subsidies. It is because we live in a crazy

world when it comes to energy pricing.

Energy pricing — the philosophy of energy pricing today is the

same virtually as it has been during the growth of this country

throughout this century. It has been based on cheap energy. We

had a philosophy of cheap energy , and we have tailored prices. We

have front-loaded energyrates.We have declining block rates. We

have done everything we can to make it easy to build cheaply, and

inefficiently and then to subsidize it by operating with cheap

energy .

This country has been built on cheap energy. These same policies

prevent us from going intomore energy efficient scenarios, as for

example,solar technology. We are always asked, why don't we go

solar, and then, what kind of a payoff is there.

Well, to find the payoff, we have to look at the first cost, and

then we have to justify it with the savings in the utility rates.

Unfortunately, when we look at the savings, we are in the bottom

blocks, of the utility rates .

Now, from a practical standpoint, we should be looking at lo

term incremental costing, because what we should be looking at is

what is the cost going to be to add that next unit of power on line,

to get that next increment of gas to wherever we need it.

Right now we have got all those costs averaged in . Now , as far as

the solar system that we compare, we are now using the long-term

incremental costs. It is the actual cost, today's price, but when we

look at the cost of energy , we are looking at averaged costs, and we

keep getting the same answers: it pays to waste .

So, we have to find these subsidies, and it is really a shame.
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I will forgo the balance of my talk here, but I would like to make

one or two other comments. I wouldliketo comment on the ques

tion Mr. Cunningham made regarding a 10,000 -megawatt solar

electric powerplant, which I am not aware of, but I would have to

say I would be against it, because you have heard a lot of testimo

ny about cogeneration , and the nice things about cogeneration

techniques, you know, how you can take a powerplant and just by

bringing it in, making it smaller, decentralizing it and bringing it

over to a placewhere you can use the waste heat, you can increase

the thermal efficiencyfrom approximately 35 percent, which is the

national average thermal efficiency of all powerplants in this coun

try, you could increase that to approximately 70 percent if you

could use the waste heat associated with power production.

The way you do it is by decentralizing it and bringing it near a

facility that can take advantage of that waste heat . You don't do it

by going again out in the boondocks and building a new plant, and

that doesn't matter whether it is a nuclear, steam -powered , or

solar.

Mr. CUNNINGHAM. How can you be against something you say

you don't know anything about?

Mr. LOBER. I am sorry. I don't know anything about the particu

lar project you had mentioned.

Mr. CUNNINGHAM . There is a concept, if I may, Mr. Chairman, to

build a space satellite collector generator.

Mr. LOBER. Excuse me. I retract my statement .

Mr. CUNNINGHAM. Ten of them can supply basically half of our

total electrical needs.

Mr. LOBER. I am sorry. My statement was regarding a major

solar powerplant that has been discussed out here, on the desert.

Mr.CUNNINGHAM. I am discussing the satellite collector - gener

ator.

Mr. LOBER . OK. I don't care to comment on that.

Strangely, it seems our largest untapped energy resource lies in

our built environment. In all the energy-wasteful industrial proc

esses and inefficient commercial and residential structures, all

built for the most part cost effectively when you consider, with

cheap energy costs and declining block rates to justify their exist

ence, but the most important thing we need from Washington is a

Federal energy bill, hopefully one that encourages long -term incre

mental costing, cogeneration , rate reform , and realistic energy pric

ing that will encourage energy conservation . Thank you.

Mr. RYAN . I wouldlike to ask any of you who want to respond to

this rather general question that has to do with the economics of

all this, as it affects solar. What can the Federal Government do to

bring about a lower generating cost - I believe the phrase is at the

bus bar - using solar collectors ? What could we do now ?

Mr. KRAYE. I think the public is willing to buy solar now, even at

the higher cost, because I think the public understands, as has

been pointed before, that while they are paying a little bit more

per solar Btu today, in 3 , 4 , or 5 years down the road , the costs for

à solar Btu is going to remain constant while the cost of a fossil

fuel Btu will continue to rise.

Mr. Ryan. Is that a certainty, as far as you are concerned ?
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Mr. KRAYE. I am personally very convinced of the fact, and I

think when we talk about solar, one of the problems is it is a very

broad subject, from the space satellites that Mr. Cunningham men

tioned, all the way down to a simple extra bit of insulation for a

passive solar device in a house. If we zero in on exactly what we

are talking about; that is where and in what applications solar is

solar economical today, right now, we can make more progress. The

areas where solar units are economical now are in thenew con

struction residential area ,for things such as hot water, swimming

pools, and space heating. If I can limit my comments to that area, I

think I can prove very conclusively that in these areas solar is cost

effective now ; and when you tack on tax credits, it just becomes

that much more cost -effective.

Mr. RYAN. But if there are tax credits — I am struck by the

problem here in California , where the State legislature has in

effect - is offering a bountyto people who will put up solar units,

and there are nolong lines forming todo it.

Now, if the Federal Government follows the same route, what is

the advantage of that if it isn't going to have some kind of impact?

Mr. KRAYE. OK , I think your comment is very true, there

haven't been any long lines of people wanting to go solar, but I

think there is a good reason for it, and I alluded to it earlier. We

still have to convince the consumer that the 45 percent that he is

paying for makes sense. Right now we don't have that hard data to

convince him that he is going to recoup that 45 percent he is

investing. And he needs thatpiece of information before he is

going to be convinced to buy solar heating units.

Another thing on the tax credit is that the public is not widely

aware of the tax credit. There are a lot of people that we go out to

talk to that still are not aware of the credit. Many think it is, well ,

some kind of income deduction, and that any credits are probably

going to be taken away by the property tax assessor, and it is

probably this and it is probably that, so there has not been enough

education on it. I would say well over 60 or 70 percent of the people

in California are not actively aware of the tax credit and how it

works.

Mr. RYAN. Mr. Schoen, were you the one who referred to the

word “ solar” or was it you, Mr. Kraye? The trouble was the word

“ solar " was in the-

Mr. SCHOEN. That was a very specific problem, yes , in regard to

liability insurance

Mr. RYAN. Yes.

Mr. SCHOEN [continuing ]. For designers.

Mr. RYAN . And as soon as you put the " solar" in it, what hap

pens?

Mr. SCHOEN. Well, you have to understand that the building

industry is a high-risk activity and all of the people associated with

it are a little bit remiss about new technology. Professionals have

implied, rather than strict liability. We don't recall buildings the

way in which we recall automobiles. We probably should, but im

plied liability means that there has to be in place a body of activity

that says yes, indeed, that professional can be shown to have

practiced according to the expected levels , the professional exper

tise at the place of building .
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There is not enough in the way of designed solar systems up, so

that if there - if anykind of legal activity results, the insurer can

point to that body of knowledge.

I wanted to point out, too, that Howard is extremely correct

when he says a packaged system is essential. What we have to

understand in which market. We are talking now about the single

family market rate housing market, and that is because the archi

tect and engineer are generally not involved with thatscale, and

we need for the subcontractor to be able to buy them off the shelf

from his normal supply house.

On the other hand, when we are talking about multifamily and

larger scale nonresidential structures , usually both architects and

engineers are involved, then you have a designed system, and those

people will specify components and assemble a system the way we

do any other mechanical system .

Mr. Ryan. Solar hurts, then .

Mr. SCHOEN . Well, there will be a time for this acceptance to

take place.

Mr. CUNNINGHAM . Can I ask one question?

Mr. Ryan. Sure, go ahead.

Mr. CUNNINGHAM. The same gentleman , I am sorry, Mr. Schoen.

On this insurance, are you finding that those customers of yours,

in addition to your having the liability insurance difficulty, are in

turn having any type of insurance difficulty concerning homeown

ers or property owners or public liability insurance?

Mr. SCHOEN. No, I don'tthink that is an issue with that, I think .

Yet there has been no new building industry exceptionally as they

have, and that is very sparingly . It has problems with keeping the

roof from leaking, and even though in the few studies that have

been done, as to how new technology diffuses in the building indus

try, and those few studies showedthe same kind of response, you

know , the cost-saving advantage, I just didn't have time and I

wasn't interested .

It is also well to realize that if you are talking about more than

the existing single family homeowner, the consumer really is not,

unfortunately, the " public.” The consumer is the builder-developer

or his or her architector engineer who will specify designs and/or

install solar systems. Thosepeople in turn have to be convinced

that there is interest on the part of the general public .

Mr. Ryan. May I ask all of you one last question , and it is

requires a kind of subjective judgment, but I think I need it, and

this committee needs it. The Department of Energy has been in

business for a little while now. What kind of comment do you

have — and I would like to close afterwe-we are already at 12–

depending on how long it takes, but I think we are reaching our

time limit.

How well do you believe thatthe Department ofEnergy is using

its money, especially for research and development?

Mr. LOBER. May I comment on the previous question as well as

this?

Mr. Ryan. Sure.

Mr. LOBER . Particular - I might mention. We often have the

same problem in my firm . Solar work represents approximately

about 10 percent of our volume, and as such is incidental, and
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therefore we have no problem with our insurance because we are

covered.

If we did solar primarily or exclusively we would have the same

problem, but apparently as long as it is incidental, we are covered

for professional liability.

Now , as far as why there isn't this ground swell of retrofitting of

California for solar heating, by virtue of this subsidy, I would like

to comment on that. The areas that are cost-effective, even with a

solar subsidy, right now are swimming pool heating, domestic

water heating - I am talking about retrofit because retrofit costs

are substantially higher than new costs in new housing - domestic

water heating can be cost-effective where the existing heating is

done electrically . Still, my choice is gas heated, because in spite of

everything, at $2 per thousand cubic feet, which is the average

price for a lot of people around here, it still does not make it, even

with the subsidy , and when you get into space heating, there are

many even electrically heated facilities that are not cost -effective,

because keep in mind, it depends on how long the heating season

is, and you are still putting in a full system for what might be a

relatively short season , so you don't get the mileage out of it, as

you might in a colder climate.

As far as DOE and its funds, I think it has been stated before

here, and I will let it go with this comment. My belief is that

historically, orat least for quitea number of years,and still to this

day, in spite of the rhetoric we have heard to the contrary, I don't

believe that there is a credible belief at DOE in either energy

conservation per se or in solar. I think they are pretty much

committed to nuclear. It is inbred , and it has been going right

along, and I don't think they have done anything, or have I heard

anything to make me feel any differently.

Mr. KRAYE. If I can speak as a solar businessman and one who

has worked with varioussolar associations. On the association level

we put together various seminars and groups to cover various solar

topics of interest. We just held a seminar down at San Diego where

we pulled all the key people in the solar testing and validation

area from around the United States together to discuss solar test

ing concepts. I found the Department ofEnergy a very credible and

helpful force in that area . They helped us get the key people

together and in follow -on information dissemination . In general, I

found them exceptionally helpful.

As a businessman , the types of demonstration projects and other

items they have funded, and the data that comes out of it have also

been very helpful. With regards to the comments about some of the

other areas of DOE involvement, I have my personal opinions, but

think that they are no more valid than anyone else's; however, I

think in those two areas I just mentioned they have done an

exceptional job.

Mr. RYAN. In that sense, then, they are useful to you as a

businessman in trying to develop your own business ?

Mr. KRAYE.Very much so .

Mr. RYAN . OK, that is good. That is good to know.

Mr. HARDING. I would like to answer that question , and probably

the great-grandfather of that question, which is, what can the
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Federal Government do to encourage electricity from solar ? And

spending money is only part of that.

The first thing you can do is, I think, exactly what you are doing

right now - andwhat you did very effectively in hearings on nucle

ar power costs. Bring in a wide range of specialists who can spar in

front of you about their opinions about solar technologies, put

people on the spot, make them back up their claims. If Taylor is

right about his cheap solar ponds and Rankine cycle heat engines,

you will find out inside of a couple of months.

That hasn't been done before in Congress. Needs to be done.

Hasn't been done in the State of California . I think the U.S.

program is an embarrassment because of the advances that we

have seen in foreign countries, but much exciting work is going on

today in the United States, and the wind turbine I mentioned is

just one example.

In legislation , I think I would rate utility reform , pricing

ref m - and maybe that is because I am an economist - highest on

my list. It seems somewhat indirect, but most energy policy in this

country is made, I think, on a State level. There is little that the

Department of Energy can do that will affect P.G. & E.'s invest

ment decisions. From the Federal Government, solar needs an

omnibus utility reform bill.

Sucha bill should require marginal cost decisionmaking, even if

we don't have marginal cost pricing, and that we compare options

equitably, and what I mean by that is that we look tothe end use

function that a given dollar isbeing applied.

That is, if wewant to heat a building in the State of California ,

we should be comparing a whole range of options; district heating,

solar, windmills, geothermal process ,the whole set. Instead we've

been assuming that weare going to have some kind of 7 -percent

electric growth in the future, on the basis of a bunch of feeble,

macroeconomic assumptions, and we don't have any idea what the

energy is being used for at the point of end use. When we do that

we will at least be spending our energy dollars where we get the

biggest bang.

Finally, we must improve the Department of Energy. It is chang

ing rapidly. There are many people in the Department of Energy

who have a different view than the people in the old AEC. But

many DOE bureaucrats have not demonstrated a commitment to

efficient use of solar energy .

One problem I have noticed in the Department is that the con

servation and solar people hardly talk to each other. When ERDA's

solar roadshow came to California to educate builders, they told

builders passive systems don't work — though they do — and that

thermal requirements in a well-designed house were 3 to 4 times

what utility bills tell us. As a result their solar costs are vastly

inflated over what they have to be.

Perhaps we should organize the Department of Energy around

thermodynamic categories, around process heat, around electricity,

around low temperature heat for agricultural crop drying or home

heating, so that people focus on an energy problem rather than a

set oftechnologies. Otherwise, complementary systems compete

against each other.
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In the work I have been doing recently, tracking down a lot of

the interesting inventions all over the world on solar technologies,

I have run across a lot of people in the United States doing excit

ing, interesting work on solar technologies. Most would probably

hang up if the Department of Energyever called them on the

telephone, and that has to be rectified. There has to be some

improvement in the Department of Energy's level of credibility in

the country. I think that is about all I have to say.

Mr. SCHOEN. I would like to add to that a little bit . Perhaps some

of that is a little presumptive. I would really like to ask that people

be very careful about numbers and where they come from . Jim, Dr.

Taylor's numbers, in terms of dollars per million Btu's , for the

kinds of low -tech solar that he talked about, I think are terribly

optimistic. I think they typify physicists who sit in institutions very

much like my own and grab numbers from whence we are not sure.

Mr. HARDING. He has built them.

Mr. SCHOEN. You said he published a paper - has he built them

commercially ?

Mr. HARDING . Yeah . He has built - right now.

Mr. SCHOEN . And not in Princeton . I mean commercially.

Mr. HARDING . Well, I mean

Mr. SCHOEN. The reason I am disturbed is this: These kinds of

numbers are used. They are used publicly. They are used before

congressional bodies, and then people that are trying to do this on

a commercial basis say, well, you know, we are priced out of the

market. Look at the market.

Mr. HARDING . I think it is presumptuous of you to imply that

there isn't a great deal of field research behind this 300 -page

report.

Mr. SCHOEN. Fine, then say that this is basic research or that

this is engineering

Mr. HARDING . But I don't think it is and that isn't the point.

We're now discussing solar penetration rates and quads per year. I

don't know and you don'tknow whetherTaylor's right, SCF's right,

the Canadians are right . I do know that I want to see those systems

analyzed, built, and not precluded by premature standard setting

or tax mistreatment.

Mr. SCHOEN (continuing ]. Demonstration for a test bed , but don't

say it is commercially available tomorrow afternoon.

Let me give you an example of Dr. Lof, whom we all know, and

who probably pioneered, in attempting to determine the cost of

solar energy, through a number of studies in the late 1960's and

early 1970's.

At the time, he used to quote a $3 for a collector, installed, and

he based many of his computer -based studies on that. About 5 to 6

years later he made a presentation in New Mexico at a solar

energy conference, after he had become a part of the Solaron Corp.,

and he was quoting $13 to$ 15 a square foot per collector, and we

asked him why. He said, I had no idea of the kinds of capital costs

involved in setting up a company and training and marketing and

design phase, andall-testing-and all the kinds of things that are

required to put a product out on the market.

In the same way while what Ms. Pope is doing in San Bernar

dino is terribly exciting, you have to understand that she has been
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very successful in parlaying grants and all kinds of support in

order to make thosedarnsystems-

Mr. RYAN . Sure.

Mr. SCHOEN [ continuing ). And that is super , but then to say that

you can heat hot water for $110 with a rooftop mounted solar

thermal siphon system , it is not the same system that Howard

Kraye sells. It has no backup, and if you want to change lifestyles

and live that way, that is great, but be precise and be specific

about which system you are talking about and who is putting it

out. Thank you.

Mr. RYAN. Let me ask one more question, because it has been

nagging me, and I think, Mr. Schoen, in what you are doing, you

may have some comments that will be useful. In that house that

we looked at in Aachen , in West Germany, they used a heat pump

to draw heat out of the water and turn it into a hot circulator

system . Is the heat pump a commercial source nowfor heat itself?

Mr. SCHOEN. Very much so. The heat pump actually was a device

produced in the sixties, and it is also an example of overpromising

for a technology. It was poorly built, and it ran into terrible prob

lems in terms of service, and for about 7 to 10 years it was not

specified at all in the industry. It has come back very strongly, not

somuch forsingle family yet, although that is happening.

The installation I mentioned , the towers in Santa Monica, are all

heat-pump equipped, a water -air heat pump system with, unfortu

nately, an electric boiler backup, but a heat pump is a very excit

inglowtemperature application for solar technology.

Mr. Ryan. Whyisn't more emphasis placed on that?

Mr. HARDING. The capital cost is quite high .

Mr. Ryan. I think, Mr. Kraye.

Mr. KRAYE. Actually there is quite a bit of work going on in heat

pump use and a lot of the builders right now are looking at what

we call solar -assisted heat pumps. Themajor reason for the low use

of heat pump technology, as Dick pointed out, is it just got a bad

name in the sixties. Manufacturers promised the heat pump would

solve every single problem from curing the hemorrhoids of the

homeowner to heating his house, and what happened was it simply

didn't produce heat or hemorrhoid cures. In colder climates heat

pumpswould freeze up, and builders, as Dick pointed out, are very

provincial people.

Their favorite saying is that they get enough arrows shot at

them without being pioneers. This is one of the problems with their

using solar. They don't want to be the first guy on the block using

solar. They build their houses. They know what they cost. They

know it works, they know it sells, so whyadd solar? Nonetheless,

the heat pump and its technology is making a very strong come

back here in California with the builders, and I think within the

next 2 to 3 years, we will see a tremendous influx of them.

Mr. Ryan. Well, the reason I asked the question is because you

have tosee that house in Aachen on the Phillips Co. grounds being

heated by a length of garden house buried in the dirt under the

slab of the house, and taking I guess the solar heat from the water,

the recirculating water going into the earth , and then going

through that heat pump, and that is the only sourceof heat there

is for the house, and in Aachen , West Germany, if I remember

36-957 - 79 - 7
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correctly , they get some 1,300 hours of sunshine per year, as op

posed to about some 2,700, 2,800, is that right for around here ?

So, it is less than half. Of course, they did have that house pretty

well insulated , but even so, the heat pump was a source of heat

there. We could go on .

Mr. CUNNINGHAM. Aren't the West Germans accustomed to a

lower house temperature, just afew degrees.

Mr. Ryan. Seventy degrees. We could go on . There is much more

to do . I should announce here publicly that there will be 2 more

days of hearings in Washington on thesame subject matter, but we

are very interested in trying to put down on paper what we can ,

again for the purpose of the information of the Government Oper

ations Committee and within the House of Representatives as well

as the Senate, on the subject of what is available now in solar

energy, to be used on a contemporary basis, and the contributions

that you all have made this morning are extremely helpful, and I

would like the chance or the permission to ask you to respond if

you wish to perhaps some followup questions later on from the

staff, and if you have any additional comments to make besides

those which you have made here, as a kind of postscript, we would

welcome your comments before we close the record.

Mr. Cunningham?

Mr. CUNNINGHAM. Mr. Chairman, I just have found themeeting

very informative. I think, like most consumers, most of what I

know about solar heating has come from Sunset magazine on how

to, for example, heat your pool, and so I really value these hear

ings. Mr. Schoen, we hear a lot of things. We check them out. We

had a theoretical physicist adviseus and then we found he didn't

go to college, so we check around. [Laughter.]

Mr. Ryan . You are still bothered by that one, aren't you ?

The meeting will be adjourned fortoday, and thankyou all very

much for coming.

[Submissions to additional questions follow :)
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